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Abstract

What impacts what we remember about objects we have just
encountered? Influential theories of learning suggest that more
active engagement leads to stronger memories than passive ob-
servation. However, it is not clear which aspects of interaction
lead to stronger memories, nor what kinds of memories are
supported by active engagement. Here we conduct several ex-
periments to investigate the impact of assembling an object on
subsequent recognition and recall performance. We found that
reconstructing a block tower by copying it part-by-part could
impair subsequent memory for that tower, compared to pas-
sively viewing that tower. By contrast, when participants ini-
tially encoded each tower by building it from working memory,
their subsequent recall was enhanced relative to when they held
the tower in working memory without building it. Together
our results suggest a complex relationship between the nature
of our interactions with objects and our subsequent memories
of them.
Keywords: memory; working memory; construction; active
learning; encoding specificity; procedural memory

Introduction

To interact with the world in complex ways, we need to re-
member things about the objects we have interacted with.
Sometimes, all we need to remember about an object is
whether or not we have seen it before (Brady, Konkle, Al-
varez, & Oliva, 2008; Standing, 1973). Other time, we
need to remember specific details about our prior interac-
tions. What determines the kinds of information we remem-
ber about objects we encounter, and what about our interac-
tions with objects determines how well we remember them?

A substantial body of prior work had found that more
active forms of encoding, in contrast to more passive ob-
servation, lead to stronger memories (Craik & Lockhart,
1972; Bonwell & Eison, 1991; Chi, 2009; Markant, Ruggeri,
Gureckis, & Xu, 2016). These findings suggest that people
will remember more about objects they actively manipulate,
compared to those they just see. Indeed, actively rotating
3D objects does lead to better recognition of those objects
compared to passively viewing the same sequence of images
(Harman, Humphrey, & Goodale, 1999). Some forms of in-
teraction may be particularly beneficial to memory. Many
memory researchers have identified strong mnemonic bene-
fits of generation: people are more likely to remember words
(Slamecka & Graf, 1978; Bertsch, Pesta, Wiscott, & Mc-
Daniel, 2007) and numbers (Crutcher & Healy, 1989) when
they have generated them as answers to questions, compared

to when those same answers are given to them. These find-
ings suggests that visual memory might also benefit from
generative processes, such as altering an object’s appear-
ance, or even constructing an object from scratch. More-
over, production of visual objects (i.e. drawing) has been
shown to support memory for depicted words and concepts
(Fernandes, Wammes, & Meade, 2018; Wammes, Meade, &
Fernandes, 2016), however, whether constructing a visual ob-
ject strengthens memory of the object itself is less clear.

The experience of constructing an object is a complex
physical and cognitive act that could impact memory in vari-
ous ways, from providing more visual exposure, to “deeper”
or embodied processing through multiple sensory channels
(Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Limata et al., 2023), to practice
“retrieving” objects from memory (Schuetze, Eglington, &
Kang, 2019; Roediger III & Karpicke, 2006; Rowland, 2014).
A unique but perhaps critical aspect of construction is the se-
quence of transformative actions performed. The procedu-
ral learning (Ryle & Tanney, 2009; McCarthy, Kirsh, & Fan,
2020) that occurs during this process may be intimately re-
lated to how we visually represent objects (Lake, Salakhutdi-
nov, & Tenenbaum, 2015; Yildirim, Belledonne, Freiwald, &
Tenenbaum, 2020). On the other hand, our memory of how
an object looks might be entirely independent of our mem-
ory of how to build an object, which we may only observe in
decoding contexts that leverage that information.

In general, the way in which we probe different kinds of
memory may have a critical effect on the results we observe.
The standard measure of visual recognition memory– asking
whether or not someone has seen a stimulus before– may re-
veal whether someone has stored some aspect of a stimulus in
memory, but not which aspects of the stimulus were used to
make those judgements (Brady et al., 2008). Theories of ver-
bal and concept memory distinguish between recognition (or
“familiarity”) and recall (Yonelinas, 2002), tests of which are
able to provide richer readouts of memory. This had led some
researchers to explore visual production (i.e. drawing) to pro-
vide more detailed insight into the contents of visual memory
(Bainbridge, Hall, & Baker, 2019). These generative read-
outs may be especially sensitive to memories formed during
construction, by providing a decoding context that is consis-
tent with how the objects are encoded (Godden & Baddeley,
1975; Tulving & Thomson, 1973).
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Figure 1: Building might impact memory simply by being more “active”, but might also require existing memories to strengthen
or elaborate. It could impact our ability to recognize the things we build, or our memories of how to build them (A). Target
block towers can be built from 8 blocks (B). 3 towers were assigned to each encoding task (C left). In the View task, participants
inspected the tower for 15 seconds. In the Build task, participants rebuilt the tower. We tested recognition (Experiment 1) by
asking participants if they had seen each tower before (top-right); we tested recall (Experiment 2) by asking participants to
rebuild each tower from memory (bottom-right).

General Methods

In this paper, we present a series of 4 experiments designed to
assess the impact of generative visual encoding tasks on sub-
sequent memory of objects. We use a task domain with ob-
jects that can themselves be constructed– 2D block towers–
allowing us to compare the impact of generative experience
on recognition as well as recall. All experiments reported
consisted of an encoding phase and decoding phase. In each
encoding phase, each participant viewed 6 block towers that
were randomly split between two encoding conditions, View

and Build. Encoding tasks for each condition varied slightly
across experiments. In each decoding phase, memory of
these towers was tested with an assessment of recognition or
recall.

Stimuli To design a set of visually homogeneous stimuli
that could be generated with distinct sequences of actions,
we generated a set of 2D block towers (Fig 1B). Each tower
was constructed out of 8 dominoes, 4 horizontal and 4 vertical
(i.e. 2x1 and 1x2 blocks), and fit within a 4x6 grid.

Participants Participants (18+ years, from USA and UK)
were recruited online using the Prolific platform and were
paid approximately $16 per hour for their time (20-30 min-
utes). For E1 and E2, we recruited participants until 50 par-
ticipants completed each study without meeting any of our
pre-defined exclusion criteria. For E3 and E4, we recruited
participants until 50 participants in each group completed the
study.

Experiment 1: Impact of building objects on

visual recognition

We manually selected a subset of 12 block towers to be shown
to all participants (Fig 1B). For each participant, the 12 tow-
ers were randomly divided into sets of 6 target towers and 6
foils. The 6 target towers were randomly split between two
conditions– Build and View– and were all presented in the
same color.

Encoding Participants were informed that their memory for
the shape of each tower would be tested later in the experi-
ment. All 6 target towers were presented in a psuedorandom
order. View towers were displayed on screen for 15000ms,
and participants were instructed to “study the shape of the
tower” for the entire time it is on screen (Fig 1C, upper-left).
Build towers were presented alongside a building interface: a
gridworld environment where blocks could be picked up and
placed on any supporting surface by clicking with the mouse.
Participants were instructed to “copy the tower” by building it
in the environment. Blocks could not be moved once placed,
however, the building environment could be reset at any time,
and undo/ redo was available. When the participants had per-
fectly reconstructed the target tower, they automatically pro-
ceeded to the next trial (Fig 1C, lower-left).

Decoding Visual recognition memory was measured with
an old-new task (Fig 1C, upper-right). Participants were
presented with the target towers one-by-one, randomly inter-
leaved with foils, and asked to indicate whether they had seen
the presented tower in the previous phase by keypress.
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Figure 2: Participants correctly responded ‘old’ to View stim-
uli more often than to Build (A). Participants recalled roughly
the same amount of Build and View towers, and those they
did recall were of roughly the same accuracy. Error bars in
all plots represent 95% CI.

Results

We excluded 8 participants for incomplete data. To determine
whether participants had any ability to discriminate between
old and new stimuli, we created bootstrapped distributions
of the number of times participants responded “old,” sepa-
rately for target towers and foils (Fig 2A). Distributions and
confidence intervals were created by resampling over 1000 it-
erations; in each bootstrap iteration we sampled participants
with replacement and included all data from a participant ev-
ery time they were sampled. We found that participants re-
sponded “old” more often to target towers (0.667, 95% CI :
[0.62, 0.708]) than to foils (0.33, 95% CI : [0.283, 0.377])
(p = 0), confirming that they could, in general, discriminate
between towers they had seen and those they had not.

We also found that participants were more likely to respond
“old” to View towers (0.743, 95% CI : [0.683, 0.793]) than to
Build towers (0.59, 95% CI : [0.527, 0.653]) (p = 0). This
was particularly surprising given that participants took on av-
erage 61.1s (95% CI : [60.8, 61.3]) to complete each Build

trial, far longer than the 15s exposure in the View trials. Pri-
marily, however, it conflicts with the prediction that the more
active task, building, would lead to stronger memories than
the viewing task, which required no overt activity at all.

Experiment 2: Impact of building objects on

visual recall

We had several hypotheses about why building a tower might
lead to worse memories, however we first sought to establish
whether this phenomena was isolated to visual recognition,
or extended to other forms of memory. Recall– the ability to
bring an item to mind without a related cue– provides an op-
portunity for participants to share contents of memory, even
if it does not reach threshold for visual recognition. Our task
domain provides a natural way of testing visual recall: ask-
ing participants to build block towers from memory. Further-
more, this decoding context is highly consistent with the con-

text of encoding (i.e. building towers) (Godden & Baddeley,
1975; Tulving & Thomson, 1973), which may give partici-
pants the best chance of leveraging kinds of representations
learned during building.

Encoding The encoding phase was identical to that of Ex-
periment 1, except that participants performed 2 repetitions of
each encoding trial. We increased the number of repetitions
as we found in piloting that many participants struggled to
recall any towers after a single encoding trial, consistent with
prior findings that visual recall demands a stronger memory
signal than recognition (Yonelinas, 2002).

Decoding Participants were presented with a building en-
vironment almost identical to the one available to them in
the Build encoding task, minus the target tower. Participants
were asked to reconstruct as many towers as they could re-
member from the previous part of the study, in any order (Fig
1C, lower-right). The experiment ended when a participant
submitted 6 towers, or pressed a button indicating that they
could not remember any more towers.

Results

We excluded 11 participants for incomplete data. After re-
moving duplicate submissions of towers, participants submit-
ted an average of 4.2 towers (95% CI : [3.7, 4.64]). On av-
erage, 1.46 (95% CI : [1.06,1.84]) of these towers were per-
fect reconstructions of a target tower, suggesting that accu-
rately recalling towers of this complexity was a difficult task.
Fewer Build towers (0.56,95% CI : [0.34,0.78]) were per-
fectly recalled than View towers (0.9,95% CI : [0.62,1.22])
(p = 0.020), providing initial evidence that building did not
benefit recall memory.

To measure accuracy of the imperfect reconstructions we
calculated the “Intersection Over Union” (IoU): the area of
overlap between target and reconstruction, divided by the
total area covered by both, allowing for horizontal transla-
tion. Imperfect reconstructions present a challenge for analy-
sis: how should we identify which target towers participants
were attempting to reconstruct? We made an assumption–
that each unique tower built in the recall phase corresponded
to a genuinely recalled target tower. To map these recalled
towers to their intended targets, we calculated the IoU be-
tween every reconstruction and target, then found the map-
ping that maximizes the mean score. We found no reli-
able difference between the number of towers paired to tar-
gets from the Build (2.1,95% CI : [1.82, 2.34]) and View

(2.1,95% CI : [1.8, 2.38]) conditions (p = 0.440) (Fig 2B).
However, we did find that participants who recalled towers
from both conditions generally built more accurate recon-
structions of View condition towers (p = 0.0208, Cohen’s
d = 0.433), revealed by a paired t-test between reconstruc-
tion means in each condition (Fig 2C).

In sum, these results point to a moderate recall advantage
for towers in the View condition, compared to Build, which is
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Figure 3: Experiments 3 and 4 compared the effect of our
original encoding tasks with two new encoding tasks (A). In
both tasks, participants studied a tower until it disappeared.
They were then asked to either identify the tower from a
group (top) or to rebuild the tower (bottom). Different colors
were used for each tower, allowing us to measure recognition
and recall of specific towers (B).

also at odds with the prediction that more active engagement
leads to stronger memories. This also happened despite the
highly similar encoding and decoding contexts in the Build

condition, suggesting that if generative encoding can actually
benefit visual memory, something about the generative expe-
rience our participants are engaging in is failing to induce this
effect, or is interfering with memory in some way.

Experiment 3: Impact of building from

working memory on visual recognition

Why did participants not remember the towers they built bet-
ter than the ones they viewed? Much of the prior work
demonstrating mnemonic benefits of “generation” investi-
gates processes of reconstructing or generating an example or
word from memory or from an internal thought process. Re-
trieval from an internal representation may serve to reinforce
prior representations through retrieval (Schuetze et al., 2019;
Roediger III & Karpicke, 2006; Rowland, 2014; Fan & Turk-
Browne, 2013), or link these representations to novel expe-
riences. Our building task, in contrast, asks people to copy
an object that already exists in the world, meaning it could in
principle be completed without any holistic representation of
the object. If, for example, participants reconstructed towers
by iteratively determining which one block should be placed
next, they may have never associated their actions with a rep-
resentation of what any particular tower looked like. More-
over, if participants learned that they only needed to attend
to individual blocks, they may have stopped attending to the

entire the tower.
In Experiments 3 and 4, we aimed to test whether a pre-

existing visual memory is a prerequisite for a mnemonic ad-
vantage of building. We introduced two new encoding tasks
that each required participants to hold a representation of an
entire tower in working memory before performing some an
adapted Build or View task. Similarly to Experiments 1 and 2,
Experiment 3 tests visual recognition and Experiment 4 tests
recall.

Stimuli For each of the target towers used in Experiments
1 and 2, we derived a set of 5 distractors by performing the
following transformations: horizontal flip, vertical flip, 180
degree rotation, lower half swapped with upper half, and left
half swapped with right half. We sampled one of these dis-
tractors to act as the foil in the old-new decoding task. The
remaining 5 became distractors in the match-to-sample en-
coding task, described below. We randomly sampled sets of 6
target towers until all of the target towers and derived distrac-
tors were distinct, and presented this set to all participants in
Experiments 3 and 4. Each target tower and its corresponding
distractors were assigned one of six colors. As with Exper-
iments 1 and 2, target towers were randomly split between
Build and View conditions for each participant.

Encoding Participants in the Visual Exposure group per-
formed the same Build and View tasks from Experiments 1
and 2. Participants in the Working Memory group per-
formed modified Build and View tasks that required partici-
pants to visually encode each tower before responding. Prior
to each Working Memory task, the target tower was dis-
played on screen for 8000ms and participants were prompted
to “study” the shape of the tower. Then, for towers in the
View condition, participants performed a match-to-sample

task: they were presented with a centered fixation cross, fol-
lowed by a circular array of 5 towers– the 4 sampled dis-
tractor towers plus the target tower. Participants were in-
structed to select the tower they had just studied by click-
ing on it, after which they received feedback. For towers
in the Build condition, participants performed a build-from-

memory task: they were presented with an empty building
environment, with blocks in the same color as the tower they
had just viewed, and prompted to build the target tower from
memory. They could submit a tower once they had placed 8
blocks. They received feedback after submission (correct or
incorrect), and the target tower was revealed in an adjacent
window to allow comparison with their reconstruction.

Decoding Experiment 3 used the same old-new task from
Experiment 1, except that participants saw two trials of each
color: one target and the randomly sampled foil generated
from that target.

Results

We excluded 11 participants for failing to complete all trials,
leaving 50 in each group. We first analyze performance in the
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Working Memory encoding phase. In the match-to-sample

task, participants correctly selected the target tower from the
5 distractors on 91.5% of trials (95% CI : [86.3, 95.8]), sug-
gesting that they successfully encoded the target towers in
working memory. In the build-from-memory task, partici-
pants perfectly reconstructed the target tower on 73.3% of
trials (95% CI : [0.688, 0.774]), consistent with this being a
more difficult task.

As with Experiment 1, the Visual Exposure group
responded “old” to target towers (0.807, 95% CI :
[0.76, 0.853]) more often than to foils (0.29, 95% CI :
[0.243, 0.34]) (p = 0). However, while View towers
(0.833, 95% CI : [0.753, 0.9]) were remembered marginally
more often than Build (0.78, 95% CI : [0.713, 0.847]) (p =
0.173), we did not see a reliable difference between responses
(Fig 4A left). Convergence between conditions may have
been driven by ceiling effects, as the introduction of col-
ors and increased number of repetitions did appear to result
in stronger recognition performance overall (75.8% correct,
95% CI : [71.8, 79.7]), relative to Experiment 1.

This explanation is supported by the fact that in the Work-
ing Memory condition, where participants’ responses were
marginally more accurate again (80.1% correct, 95% CI :
[76.3, 83.8]), the difference in responses between Build

(0.88, 95% CI : [0.827, 0.927]) and View (0.873, 95% CI :
[0.827, 0.92]) was even less distinct (p = 0.565) (Fig 4A
right). In sum, we find no evidence that building from work-
ing memory reliably led to better or worse recognition.

Experiment 4: Impact of building from

working memory on visual recall

Finally, we asked whether building from memory impacts vi-
sual recall. We introduced block towers of different colors
to provide a way of inferring which towers participants were
attempting to recall, as well as provide an additional channel
by which participants could discriminate between towers.

Encoding The encoding phase was identical to the encod-
ing phase in Experiment 3.

Decoding As in Experiment 2, participants were presented
with an empty building environment, and asked to recall
as many towers as they could remember from the encoding
phase. This time, however, participants first had to select
the color of the tower they wanted to build. Once they had
placed 8 blocks of their chosen color, then pressed a button
to submit their tower and remove that color as an option. The
experiment ended when a participant submitted towers of all
6 colors, or pressed a button indicating that they could not
remember any more towers.

Results

We excluded 6 participants for failing to complete all trials,
and 1 failing to start the decoding task within 10 minutes of
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Figure 4: Recognition performance was similar for Build and
View (A left), regardless of whether the tower was encoded in
working memory (A right). As in Experiment 1, participants
recalled towers they viewed more accurately than towers they
built (B left), unless those towers were first encoded in work-
ing memory (B right).

finishing the encoding task, leaving 50 participants in each
group.

Similarly to Experiment 3, the Working Memory group
correctly selected the target tower on 86.7% of match-to-

sample trials (95% CI : [81.3, 91.7]), and perfectly recon-
structed the target tower on 73.9% of build-from-memory tri-
als (95% CI : [0.7, 0.778]).

Participants submitted towers on 3.78 towers on average
(95% CI : [3.44, 4.11]). The colors of recalled towers pro-
vided a mechanism for us to match recalled towers with their
intended target stimuli. To compare how different encoding
tasks affected recall memory, we fit a mixed-effects logis-
tic regression predicting whether or not a participant submit-
ted a perfect reconstruction of the target tower. We included
fixed effects for encoding group (Visual Exposure vs. Work-

ing Memory), encoding context (Build vs. View), and their
interaction; plus random intercepts for participant and tower.
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We found no evidence that the Working Memory tasks reli-
able led to a better or worse ability to perfectly recall towers
(b = �0.595, z = �1.35, p = 0.177). While we did see ev-
idence for a main effect of encoding context, where Build

towers were recalled less frequently than View (b = �0.879,
z = �2.52, p = 0.0117), this effect was small compared to
a reliable crossover interaction between encoding task and
context (b = 1.62, z = 3.33, p < 0.001): Build towers were
recalled more often than View towers when encoded in the
Working Memory tasks. That is, we see evidence for stronger
memories of built towers than viewed towers when building
follows prior encoding of the tower.

To verify this finding, we fit a model of the same struc-
ture, predicting the accuracy of each reconstruction for every
target tower, treating towers that were not reconstructed as
IoU = 0. Again, we found no reliable effect of encoding
condition (b = �0.09261, t = �1.58, p = 0.116), a small
negative main effect of the Build condition (b = �0.143,
t = �3.00, p = 0.00346), and a crossover interaction (b =
0.247, t = 3.67, p< 0.001) suggesting that Build towers were
recalled more accurately than View towers in the Working
Memory condition (Fig 4 B) (and less in the Visual Expo-
sure condition). Together, these results suggest that building
a tower from working memory facilitates visual recall, rela-
tive to simply viewing a tower.

Discussion

We asked how generating block towers impacts our subse-
quent memory of them. We initially compared memory for
block towers that participants copied with block towers that
they simply viewed on screen, and found that the towers peo-
ple copied were recognized less frequently and recalled less
accurately. We suspected that building block towers while
they were still on screen prevented participants from forming
holistic representations of them, and that these might be crit-
ical for generation to facilitate memory. Consistent with this
interpretation, we found that when participants built towers
from working memory, they did remember them better later
on. Moreover, this relative memory boost was only apparent
in visual recall, not visual recognition, suggesting that gener-
ative experience impacted some but not all aspects of memory
for the object.

Our work has implications for the applicability of active
and generative learning to visual memory (Markant et al.,
2016; Slamecka & Graf, 1978; Crutcher & Healy, 1989).
It suggests that more active engagement does not necessar-
ily translate to better memory of a visual stimulus– that the
kind of engagement matters. Our finding that building from
memory supports recall but not recognition, as well as hint-
ing at distinct processes underlying these two forms of mem-
ory (Yonelinas, 2002), suggests that active engagement dif-
ferentially affects different kinds of memory. Why is re-
call prioritized in this way? A possible reason is suggested
by theories of situated cognition (Roth & Jornet, 2013), that
have long stressed that internal representations do not always

present the most efficient solution to a cognitive problem:
why remember what something looks like when you can eas-
ily check by looking? Actions are not perceivable in this way,
making it more worthwhile to dedicate cognitive resources to
remembering them.

Another key question raised by our study is how build-
ing from working memory leads to stronger memories. One
possibility is that building from memory requires a large
volume of queries of working memory, consolidating any
pre-existing representations in longer-term memory through
retrieval practice (Schuetze et al., 2019; Roediger III &
Karpicke, 2006; Rowland, 2014). Alternatively, generative
experience may result in a distinct kind of action-based repre-
sentation, akin to procedural knowledge or “knowledge how”
(Ryle & Tanney, 2009; Anderson, 2013). Such representa-
tions may elaborate on existing perceptual representations,
facilitating processing at a deeper level (Craik & Lockhart,
1972; Bradshaw & Anderson, 1982), or simply constitute a
distinct memory trace that can be accessed in future genera-
tive contexts. Our results do provide one reason to be skep-
tical of additional memory formats– a seemingly limited ca-
pacity to recall objects. Participants in the Working Memory
group did not, in general, recall more towers than the Visual
Exposure group, suggesting that the build from memory task
served to prioritize memory for certain towers above others,
more so than it did to boost memory strength overall.

Our study also raise the question of how goals at encod-
ing time affect memory. We chose not tell participants which
Working Memory task they would perform until the stimulus
they were encoding had disappeared. However, goals guide
visual attention and attention is crucial for determining what
gets encoded in memory (Chun & Turk-Browne, 2007). A
straightforward way to test whether goals at encoding time
impacted memory would be to tell people in advance what
task they will perform, potentially cueing different ways of
seeing (Goodwin, 2015) and leading to measurable memory
effects downstream.

Finally, the hierarchical structure of our stimuli raises the
possiblity of relating fine-grained differences in encoding be-
havior to downstream memory. One well documented strat-
egy for remembering something is to break it down into mem-
orable “chunks” (Miller, 1956; Chase & Simon, 1973; Orbán,
Fiser, Aslin, & Lengyel, 2008), a process that may have oc-
curred implicitly as participants built towers. By analyzing
the kinds of errors participants made, we may be able to iden-
tify subtowers that they did remember, even when they failed
to remember the entire tower. Doing so may help to shed light
on the structure of the representations used to support visual
recognition and recall (Yonelinas, 2002), and tease apart the
impact of generative experience on these representations.
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